to revive the idea that Native groups had, and still have, agency in history writing and American Indian Studies, but these books' writers have additionally contributed to the growing scholarship that removes the reservation as the centralized focus of Native culture and demonstrates that before and during colonization Natives have gathered and networked in urban environments. Lipman's Saltwater Frontier surveys Dutch, English and Native American power dynamics during the seventeenth century as they sought economic and political control of the North American Atlantic coast, from Hudson Bay to Cape Cod. Lipman addresses the Algonquian people's reaction to colonization and how these relationships built lasting consequences for Native culture, politics, economy and religiosity. He calls for a reexamination of colonization that focuses its lens on the competitiveness between settlers and Natives in the water, rather than just competition for land. He argues that historians' perspectives of colonization have heretofore focused on land-based theories; by shifting the historical lens onto the water, Lipman uncovers the sense of motion and "elastic realms" of the seventeenth century that debunk the myths of fixed borders and identities.
Lipman does this by dividing his book into six chapters that rise from the fascinating gender, political and social structures of the Algonquian peoples before and during colonial contact. The six main chapters of Lipman's book demonstrate that the ebb and flow of power relations between ethnic groups who utilize certain materials challenges long held assumptions that place-names concretize borders and people groups. For example, Lipman's fascinating description of the making and uses of Native and European watercraft in Chapter Two explains how identities and cultures became enmeshed, intertwined, and changed throughout settlement. European ship builders discovered that the small, Native-built canoes navigated more easily through the shallow coastal waters than their large ships, and Europeans then structured their vessels according to Native design. The same was done by Natives who adopted a mix between European-style housing and their traditionally built dwelling places.
The book then shifts its focus from the mobility of identity to "elastic realms," Central to Lipman's argument is the struggle for the coastal territory that constructed an empire and transformed the coast from native dominance to English colonial dominance. Lipman demonstrates how village life led to an increase in the colonial population and led to growing utilization of the land's resources (such as fur and beaver pelts). Colonizers realized that they needed slaves because of the additional work associated with the fur trade. The book also analyzes the maritime spaces that facilitated the travel and trade of these slaves on European ships that carried them to foreign lands. Lipman centralizes the slave trade as the way in which Europeans gained control of Native land and bodies. Binding these themes is, as the book's title suggests, © 2018 Kara Jo Wilson and the Johns Hopkins University Press saltwater-not merely a literal body of water, but a term used to describe its role in shaping the borderland based on its "cultural, political, martial, ecological, and material" connections.
Lipman's use of "upstreaming"-using current observations of ethnic groups to theorize about their past-and "sidestreaming"-a methodology that compares similar ethnic groups to explain behavior-draws from a wealth of primary sources, ranging from diaries and letters that narrate lifeways, war and travel, to administrative and estate documents, to the imagery of vessels. He also includes sources written about Native traditions, but these sources seem to lack any direct tribal verification. The inclusion of tribal histories would strengthen the validity of the book's depiction of seventeenthcentury Native life while simultaneously encouraging burgeoning scholarship to consult with Native tribes and provide them with agency in the current historical restorying of America. However, his interweaving of colonial-Native relations speaks to his ability to provide the reader with a close-up view of the networking and power dynamics between people groups during colonization. The book is markedly well researched, and the bibliography provides a tremendous amount of sources about myriad aspects of colonial or Native life that reach beyond the scope of the book. Maps of the area which outline Indigenous and colonial place-names, regional languages spoken, battles and wars, and the everchanging borders are aptly spread throughout the book to serve as a visual support guide and keep the main text both comprehensive and flowing nicely.
The Saltwater Frontier addresses the familiar tropes in colonization and settlerIndigenous history but does so in a new framework that categorizes it beyond colonial history in twofold measure: evidencing materials to enhance the image of seventeenthcentury Native and European contact and shifting identities adds yet another piece to the blossoming scholarship of material culture studies. Acting as social signifiers in sachemships (paramount chiefships) and relationships between Natives and colonizers, wampum beads, for example, made from shellfish became widely accepted as currency between Native and settler parties. These also acted as objects used in rituals, political exchange, and marriage. Because of the high value of wampum beads, clam banks became a source of regional politics and economics that allowed Natives to gain control of their Native neighbors and changed power dynamics between Native nations forever. Second, Lipman juxtaposes the histories of community and sharing between nations with the darker histories of brutality, slavery and dismemberments that narrate the fascinating yet chilling tale of these coastal waters and their regional inhabitants.
Specifically, King Philip's War was the bloodiest battle fought on the shoreline in the Natives' last attempt to drive away the English. Lipman's condensed history of the buying, trading and selling of Native captives sent to distant regions unites American Indians on a transnational front, and these cultural encounters broaden the narrative of Indigenous Studies. His deconstruction not only favors a postcolonial discourse that highlights the atrocities committed upon Indigenous peoples by foreign invaders, but he also revives Native agency by displaying their role in the grand shaping of the American coast.
Lipman ends his epilogue quoting a poem that reminds the readers that "no matter how painful and fragmented this shoreline's history was, collecting its pieces could still provide 'a gleam of light,/After the fury of the blinding storm'" (251).
Lipman's Saltwater Frontier is an exciting new piece of that shoreline's puzzle-a glimpse into seventeenth-century North America during a time of prolific change for settlers and Indigenous communities alike. His use of quotes and primary sources adds to the authenticity and verisimilitude of the book that tailors it not just to the intellectual side, but the emotional aspects as well. The Saltwater Frontier is a must-read for anyone interested in material culture, (Native) American history, or maritime history. The Oxford Handbook demonstrates that the scholarship of American Indian Studies is vast. Therefore it becomes a difficult task to encompass such an array of subject matter in one concise book. One of the ways the information in Oxford Handbook is synthesized is through the culture area concept that divides Native American societies by cultural commonalities. Often criticized for generalizing tribes in these areas, Hoxie and its contributors shy away from any essentialization through structuring the book into three segments that cover the vast array of topics spatially and temporally.
The Oxford Handbook is a great introductory mechanism for readers interested in a particular topic on American Indian Studies, historical event, region or Native people group, and also belongs to educators seeking inspiration or further information Parkinson's scholarship shines with his attention to very specific details both addressed in his footnotes and main text as he explains to the reader his analyses of primary sources and how they fit into the broader picture of eighteenth-century networking. He does not shy away from problematic areas but addresses them head on, giving credence to the fact that he takes his work as a historian seriously. A lengthy book, it happily breaks at two interesting "interludes" after Chapters One and Five that arrive at intersecting points between the micro-and macro-histories of the American Revolution. Parkinson revisits the story of the "shot heard 'round the world" in his first interlude. His second introduces how children's books played a role in the propagation of the common cause. "Franklin and Lafayette's 'Little Book,'" a children's book, propagated the idea of "how children should remember America's enemies as they grew up." Lastly, his use of illustrations that are aptly inserted into the text gives the reader a visual cue of eighteenth-century political turmoil, and the stories that propagated the "common cause." Common Cause is a fantastic collection of primary and secondary sources that tells the story of the American Revolution as never before. Parkinson's multifaceted methodology and use of materiality in Common Cause reflects his extensive research and mastery of the subject matter, a product of historical work to be trusted. Parkinson's intelligent yet comprehensive prose creates a far-reaching audience-a must-have for not only the scholar in American history, but African-and Native American Studies, as well as for the American Revolution novice.
The Saltwater Frontier, Oxford Handbook and Common Cause have more commonalities than meet the eye. A closer analysis reveals that, though these books cover varying spaces in both place and time, the more that historians view history through a multifaceted lens and become aware of the biases in colonial texts, the more efflorescent and inclusive in nature the re-storying of America becomes. These texts and their authors demonstrate that history is increasingly engaging with material culture, coupled with primary and secondary texts, to move beyond the colonial lens and redirect themselves to resurrect Native agency in history making and history re- His book details the role that Indians played in Christian conversion or resistance as Christian missionaries fervently sought to convert Native peoples. Rubin's book, along with Lipman's and Furlan's work, allows for a broader definition of "Indianness" and Native identity. These pieces work in tandem with one another to demonstrate how the Indian adoption of European goods was not just material, but that they were capable of adopting religious beliefs into their communities during colonization.
Shifting from the historical to the contemporary, Coll Thrush's lens in Oxford Handbook, like Furlan's and Rubin's, shifts from viewing Natives as stringently attached to reservations to recognizing that Native peoples and urban spaces are in fact not antithetical to one another. His essay, "Urban Native Histories," found in the "Big Themes" section states that the planet became urban around the year 2010, meaning that most of the population now live in cities, which had a profound effect on Indigenous peoples and communities. He details how Natives can be categorized as cosmopolitan and urban through carefully delineating how pre-contact cities were constructed and used as cultural exchange hubs. Then, twentieth century America relocated American Indians again into cities to urbanize them. During this relocation and settlement, American Indians began to form community organizations and institutions of their own to combat the effects of twentieth century assimilation.
However, the literature that Thrush examines implores scholars to incorporate urban Indigenous histories that have heretofore been "marginalized, understudied, and Together, these scholars have added yet another "gleam of light" to the "blinding storm" of colonialism and permit the freedom to "imagine new forms of cultural sovereignty" for Indigenous peoples, as Tahmahkera puts it in the Oxford Hndbook (571). (Post)colonial scholarship now rests on the recognition that Europeans landed on what was to them a "new territory" but realistically was an already colonized, socially networked, cultural hubbub of Indigenous peoples and nations, and cosmopolitanism acts as the tryst to bring these interdisciplinary works together.
(Post)colonial studies and the American Indian's role in re-storying America bring in new questions for Indigenous people about how they rely on these histories as witnesses and testimony to rebuild their nations with sovereignty and agency today.
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